Half-lives and relative amounts of stored and polysomal ribosomes and poly(A) + RNA in mouse oocytes.
Growing mouse oocytes were labeled in vitro with [3H]uridine and chased for 2 or for 7 days to estimate the relative amounts of RNA appearing in different fractions and to follow their turnover. Oocytes were lysed and thoroughly dispersed in the presence of 1% DOC, and centrifuged on sucrose gradients to separate polysomes from smaller components not engaged in translation. After the short chase, one-third of the labeled ribosomes appeared in EDTA-sensitive polysomes. The proportion of ribosomes in both fractions remained stable during the long chase, demonstrating no net flow from one fraction to the other. When gradient fractions were analyzed by poly(U) Sepharose chromatography, it was found that about 20% of the labeled poly(A)+ RNA appeared in polysomes after the short chase. The half-lives of stored and translated mRNA were followed relative to stable rRNA during the long chase. Stored mRNA was completely stable, but translated mRNA turned over with a t1/2 of about 6 days. Other methods for separating stored from translated components were not successful, including sedimentation of putative large complexes (fibrillar lattices) containing stored components, or chromatography of lysates on oligo(dT)-cellulose. Results presented here combined with our previous results demonstrate that, during meiotic maturation, the percent of labeled stable RNA which is polyadenylated declines from 19 to 10%, suggesting deadenylation or degradation of half of the accumulated maternal mRNA.